As you like it: Hot design trends for 2017
depend on personal touch
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D

ecorating trends often can seem one-dimensional, but Lehigh Valley-area interior designers offering
educated guesses about what'll be hot in the coming year see things taking off in nearly opposite

directions.
But, they say, that doesn't mean you can't come up with looks that are chic, coordinated and comfortable for
the
living spaces you love.
What's fashionable

"I feel that contemporary design is finally hitting the Lehigh Valley," says Jill Jarrett of Jarrett Design LLC,
in Emmaus. "Millennials are heading that trend, favoring sleek, contemporary lines in place of fancy
turnings or carvings."
In contrast, Wandra Cain of WCA Interiors LLC of Easton says, "I'm really noticing that you can look at the
fashion world to see what's happening with fabric and color in home design.
For instance, the rustic look is coming back, just as it is in clothing. I see browns, earth tones, greens,
saturated colors, the beautiful colors of fall."
Milou Mackenzie, owner of V.M. Mackenzie Interior Design in Bethlehem, thinks things are getting a little
warmer across the board.
"Sherwin Williams and Benjamin Moore are showing richer, almost jewel-tone colors," she says. "The cooler
grays we've been seeing seem to be passé now. You can still have a neutral room, but parts of it could
introduce those gem-like colors — purples, rubyish reds, peacock blues."
Au contraire, says Jarrett, who sees color a little differently. "I'd say the gray trend continues," she says.
"There are still serene palettes and darker, moody colors — dark blues, grays and greens. Natural woods are
strong. And burgundy is a top color: You see it in fashion; you see it in design."
Details matter
Working designers are encountering trendy details and can help their customers choose among them. Nancy
Carroll of Nancy Carroll Interiors in Allentown, sees fabrics next year running to "heavy textures, very sturdy
materials."
"That's good," she says, "because we want what our customers are buying into to look good in 10 years' time."
Carroll characterizes herself as "not a trendy decorator." As such, she's pleased when she finds details among
the trends that can fit with longer-term design values.
"Styles can change; paints can change," she says. "To me, the feeling someone has about something is very
important. If a customer's face lights up, I know I've hit the right button."
Among metals, brass seems to be a current star — with darker, brushed-surface finishes preferred over
bright, highly polished variants. Black metal, Mackenzie says, is finding a place, and matte finishes are
popular. "We're seeing manufacturers introduce black stainless steel for kitchen appliances," she says.
Jarrett indicates black metal is making itself felt beyond the kitchen, too; for example, in interior window
frames and shower surrounds.

Mixing metals is another popular current idea. For the moment, though, copper seems to have passed its
peak. "It's retreating," Cain says. "Where it's being used now, it's more as a background."
"The all-white kitchen is adjusting to new trends," Mackenzie says. "We're seeing two-tone kitchen cabinets,
darker below and lighter above. That treatment also extends to the central kitchen island."
She also says clear Lucite is hot for furnishings. "You see it on the legs of benches or sofas; also, for whole
chairs or tables. This is a crisp, clean look that helps give a light, airy feeling to a room."
Though vintage Lucite pieces from the '70s may turn up in antique stores or thrift shops, she says buyers
might want to pass them up. Often they look somewhat worn, as this material always has been somewhat
prone to scratching.
In the bedroom, Cain says, custom headboards are moving up. "This is a way to make the most of your old
bed — you don't have to replace it. You can apply fabric to the headboard and create a whole new look."
Making artwork the centerpiece of a wall or room, Mackenzie says, is a strong approach that's likely to
continue. But the "message" artwork that had been popular — the kind featuring graphically developed
words or a quotation — seems to be fading away, she says.
What else is new?
Every interior designer sees things from a personal perspective, and none of those interviewed mentioned
certain ideas that Internet sites say will be hot next year. Here's a trio of forecasts culled from online
searches:
Minimalist bathrooms. In the pinched space of the urban bath, designing small and practical often amounts
to making necessity a virtue. But some observers say small mirrors, modest fixtures and right-sized tubs or
showers will be popular choices regardless of how much room is available.
Hard-working fabrics. In what people want from fabrics, great looks are near the head of the list. Fabrics
made to maintain their beautiful appearance are trending, too. Examples: Stain-resistant specialties and
velvet-like material containing 40 percent polyester so it won't wrinkle.
Reading nooks. This fits with a broader trend toward building escapist detail into living spaces, especially in
small apartments. The idea is to set aside a corner, niche or alcove as a modest getaway spot, often near
shelving and equipped with upholstered seating and a surface on which to set a coffee cup.
Taking a broad view, Jarrett sees things moving away from the traditional and into the transitional. "But I
find beauty in almost everything that's well done," she says. "Anything can work if it's done well and in the

right setting."
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Mudroom makeovers

Mudrooms can be convenient places to keep things needed by the family on a daily basis. (Shutterstock)
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H

ear the word "mudroom," and you might picture a dark and grimy space filled with dirt-encrusted farm boots
and moldy jackets and hats. But, in fact, early mudrooms did serve a practical purpose. They provided a spot

for family members to strip off soiled or soaked garments without tracking mud, snow, or even manure, into kitchens
or other living areas.
Today, the mudroom idea is alive and well — only organization experts have expanded its range. The notion now is to
create a place at a busy entrance not only for shedding grubby togs, but where necessities for everyday use can be
arranged for the in-a-hurry, coming-and-going family crowd.

Kid-friendly and more
While mudrooms are often promoted as a design-for-living solution for families with children, organization experts
see their usefulness as much broader. "Really, this is an idea that can work well for just about anybody," says Robin
Stankowski of RLN Organizing, Bethlehem.
"Keeping things together is very important to active families," adds Jill Jarrett, owner of Jarrett Design LLC in
Emmaus. She says the space that makes this possible might be handled in many different ways.
"Some people might need something like a mini-locker room; others might need a laundry chute in the space," Jarrett
says. "A mudroom might include something like a message center, with a place to drop one's keys, a mail-organizing
setup, a calendar or message board, and maybe a file drawer for school materials."
An even more basic part of the scheme is accommodations for all the clothing that's coming through the door.
"Your house can become a dumping ground for clutter and dirt," says Stankowski. "If you set up a designated zone for
items and retrain each person to use it" things can improve. She suggests having hooks and shelves for jackets, book
bags, purses and other belongings of each person. These conveniences may be color-coded to identify to whom they
belong and set at the perfect height for each one.
Logically, a mudroom should be easy to clean, so tile or stone can be good surfaces for floors and walls. Baskets can
accommodate wet clothes, while a stand for umbrellas is a handy accessory.
When mudrooms are discussed, the focus is often on what happens when people arrive at home. In reality, says Diane
Albright, a certified professional organizer whose Emmaus-based business is called All Bright Ideas, a mudroom can
be a staging area that helps you put your day together in advance — as much a takeoff point as a landing pad.
"You can set up what you'll need to walk out the door," Albright says. "Children can have everything ready so they're
not forgetting things."
Whatever way a mudroom is put together, it's wise to keep it as open and bright as possible. In old row houses,
features like vestibules might mark off an entry space — but sometimes they were dark and constricted, which reduced
their usefulness. Mudroom advocates generally advise illuminating the space well and decorating it in light colors that
support good visibility.
Where to put it
Relatively few homes with mudrooms have them located inside the front door. The mudroom isn't necessarily the first
thing families want their guests to see. The front of the house may also not be the most useful place to put one.
"Often a side entrance or something off the garage works best," says Albright. "The front door is not usually where the
family enters. The side may be better than the back, because everyone won't have to go as far" — and if the family isn't
regularly entering at the point of this specialized room, its purpose is negated.
Designers point out that leaving a front-entryway foyer clear has some extra benefits when callers arrive. The space
that guests first encounter is free of clutter, obstructions and distractions. Ideally, the mudroom has moved such
tangles elsewhere and perhaps helped tame them. Also, that tidy front closet can offer an embarrassment-free spot to
deposit visitors' coats and accessories.
Making it stick

Many people who have attempted the mudroom idea soon learn that there's a reinforcement aspect. Kids and
grownups alike may push back against the everything-in-its-place goal. Unless their resistance is overcome, the
mudroom may become just another disorganized place in the house.
"You really need to work with the habits of the household," says Stankowski. "If you're sure kids won't use a rack, then
putting in a bench really won't work."
"Remember that it takes 21 days to form a habit," Albright maintains. "If you can keep after them for that long, the
mudroom idea can sink in for good."
And you won't sink into the dumping-ground doldrums once more.
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Words on Walls: Pithy sayings, quotes can punch up any drab
décor

A quote or saying can add a visual element to a plain wall. (Shutterstock)
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M

any people know Pam Parker, an Emmaus entrepreneur, for her winning ways in a kitchen, although she sold
her most recent store, Baked, three years ago and is now an independent baker. But Parker leavens her life

with another passion.
"I love words," she says, so much so that on her kitchen wall she has inscribed the following quote from 20th-century
poet W.H. Auden:
Among those whom I like or admire, I can find no common denominator; but among those whom I love, I can: all of
them
make me laugh.

The beloved quote serves as a decor accessory in Parker's home. People who stop by enjoy the poet's insight and it
starts conversations, she says, adding, "I love to laugh and have fun."
Parker is taking part in a little-used but distinctive option in home decor — putting words on walls. Although not
widely seen, the technique has been gaining in popularity for about a decade, designers say. Some people like to be
surrounded by words that express thoughts to guide them through the day, says Jill Jarrett, owner of Jarrett Design
LLC of Emmaus.
Such an inscription can be a sentence:
Eat, drink and
be merry
Or used as a graphic element:
EAT drink be merry
eat DRINK be merry
eat drink BE MERRY
Lehigh Valley designers say the choice of what to say is highly individualized, but tends to be inspirational. Parker,
who has inscribed sayings on walls of more than one house, agrees. "I usually pick something that is special to me, that
I feel personally." For her daughter's bedroom a few years back, she chose the following:
What would you attempt to do if you knew you could not fail?
If a phrase is going to be on the wall for a while, it should be meaningful for you and your family, Jarrett says. For
instance, she and other designers say that messages important enough to be painted on a wall might be words of
wisdom that you heard your grandmother say. "Choose something that makes you feel a warmth inside," says Susan
Buss, owner of Susan M. Buss Interiors of Upper Milford Township.
What makes for a warm, happy feeling varies from one person to the next, as
evidenced by this kitchen-wall quote from an online decal retailer:
Dinner
CHOICES:
1. Take it
2. Leave it
But that is the beauty of using typeface as a design element. "I would stress its level of versatility," says Joanne
Titcomb, owner of Cherry Mint Designs of Breinigsville. Words can be used in just about any space, she says, from
living room to kitchen to bedroom. She adds that a range of materials can be used, from paints to vinyl appliques to
plaster.
Finally, stencils for different type fonts and letter sizes exist to tickle any design fancy from modern to retro. And they
can be used to large or small effect. For instance, Buss suggests putting a very small quote in a bathroom. It might be

as simple as:
Good morning, Sunshine
Also, people have been marking the growth of children with a ladder of lines up a wall for generations. Putting short
anecdotes on walls instead to mark the stages of a child's life can be a touching reminder for parents.
Facilitating the range of choices is the rise of companies offering custom or off-the-shelf slogans for the walls of eager
do-it-yourselfers who want to spend as little money as possible. Among the DIY crowd are people who are, Titcomb
says, open to "going online, researching the field, finding something they like, ordering it and installing it."
Titcomb notes that a designer would consider proportion, color, font and form, and those are design elements do-ityourselfers can also employ. Make sure it all ties together, Jarrett advises. For instance, "Use vintage fonts in more
rustic settings," she says.
Don't be tied to basic black by custom or ready-made vinyl lettering, Buss cautions. For instance, she suggests setting
one key word in gold. "Make it look artsy," she says. "Have fun with the color."
After all, what's the worst that could happen? You'd have to paint over the wall. For people loath to take on even that
risk, the designers note, canvas or wood accessories are for sale that feature graphic elements. "One word, like 'Coffee,'
can do it all," Buss says.
But Parker prefers a bolder approach. Another words-on-the-wall choice of hers is an ancient proverb popularized in
Latin and English by 20th-century psychiatrist Carl Jung:
Vocatus atque non vocatus, Deus aderit.
Bidden or not bidden, God is present.
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